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Abstract

With rapid growth in the amount of unstructured data
produced by memory-intensive applications, large scale
data analytics has recently attracted increasing interest.
Processing, managing and analyzing this huge amount
of data poses several challenges in cloud and data cen-
ter computing domain. Especially, conventional frame-
works for distributed data analytics are based on the as-
sumption of homogeneity and non-stochastic distribution
of different data-processing nodes. The paper argues the
fundamental limiting factors for scaling big data compu-
tation. It is shown that as the number of series and par-
allel computing servers increase, the tail (mean and vari-
ance) of the job execution time increase. We will first
propose a model to predict the response time of highly
distributed processing tasks and then propose a new prac-
tical computational algorithm to optimize the response
time.

1 Introduction
Huge and growing dataset sizes has lead to the emerg-

ing field of Big Data analytics. As we enter the ”petabyte
Age”, and since data sizes are growing much faster than
the processing speeds of computing devices, managing
and processing large dataset sizes, scattered over multi-
ple nodes, becomes more challenging [1, 2]. In order to
process such huge datasets, data computation is usually
done in parallel and over multiple nodes. Mapreduce, [3]
and its implementations like Hadoop [4] and Dryad [5]
are examples of such distributed programming frame-
works for distributed processing of very large dataset
sizes. These programming frameworks have been opti-
mized for homogeneous hardware architecture, however
there exists heterogeneity in the system. Resource shar-
ing which may lead to resource contention, network and
memory bandwidth queuing delays, power constraints,
inherent heterogeneous workload and computing/data
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Figure 1: An example of dataflow with both series and
parallel components.

nodes are all different factors which may result in differ-
ent service rates for different servers in large scale dis-
tributed computing. Therefore, we are not able to get the
desired performance from the current system.

Distributed jobs have to confront with performance
variation which is caused by resource contention, net-
work contention or heterogeneity in workload or com-
puting nodes. The stochastic performance variation (also
known as stragglers) can cause as high as 100x per-
formance degradation on overall job computation time
[6, 7]. In general, as the number of parallel/series pro-
cessing components increases, the mean and variance of
total job completion time also increases [6].

While prior works [8–15] have addressed such hetero-
geneity and stochastic response time of servers in data
centers, non-stochastic (deterministic) assumption is still
widely used in commercial data centers due to 1) lim-
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Figure 2: Job execution time distribution function of 10-50 serial servers.
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Figure 3: Job execution time distribution function of 10-50 parallel servers.

ited mathematical modeling available for such stochastic
behavior and 2) lack of a practical method to perform
stochastic analysis to optimize job scheduling based on
the stochastic system assumption.

Furthermore, each Mapreduce job is a smaller part of
the chain for big data analysis. For example, Google
uses a chain of Mapreduce operations for indexing. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example dataflow chain which consist of
series and parallel components. In this paper’s figures,
”m” stands for mean and ”v” stands for variance. Each
fork/join point in Figure 1 is equivalent to a data node
that we call it Data Access Point (DAP), which can have
a different stochastic distribution for inter-arrival times.

As shown in Figure 1, the incoming data is first ac-
cessed by the Data Computing Component (DCC) at the
data access point, called DAP. Then, there may be a Se-
rial/Parallel Data Computing Component, called SDCC
or PDCC, to do the necessary process. Then, the pro-
cessed data may flow in other branches of the job work-
flow.

Figures 2a and 2b plot the total end-to-end service
time distributions of 10 to 50 server nodes that each have
exponential distribution when they run in series. Sim-
ilarly, figures 3a and 3b show the total delay distribu-
tions of 10 to 50 parallel servers with exponential service
time. We will explain the figure and our serial comput-
ing model in more details in Section 2.1. The first fig-
ure shows the cumulative distribution function and the
second one shows the probability distribution function.

These figures illustrate how the mean and variance of
job service time of a series of exponential distribution
increase as the number of series components increase.
Therefore, the tail of the graph increases as the number
of serial or parallel components increase, even if each job
has an exponential distribution, the whole system has a
long tail distribution which is a limiting factor for scal-
ing big data computation. Mapreduce, is used for batch
processing of large-scale datasets. It has been shown that
query-based jobs also face the same problem [6, 16].

Problem definition: Consider a system with M het-
erogeneous servers with different service rates that (col-
lectively) need to process a data workflow (e.g., Fig-
ure 1). The objective of resource allocation and task
scheduling is to place the servers inside DCCs and dis-
tribute the tasks by adjusting the rates of DAPs for better
performance. For example, let us assume that we have a
4 servers available at time t with service rates of 2, 4, 6,
and 8. Then, the questions we want to answer are which
servers should compute which part of the workflow and
how much work we can schedule for each of them?

A brief description of the proposed model: We pro-
pose to monitor each data access point (DAP), and based
on the monitored distribution of each DAP, distribute the
jobs such that the total execution time would be mini-
mized. It is shown that any distributed job can be mod-
eled as series and parallel servers [17, 18]. We find an
analytical model for service time distribution of the par-
allel and series servers and frequently monitor the distri-
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Figure 4: An example of serial DCCs.

bution over time. Based on the monitored distribution we
find optimum scheduling algorithm to distribute the jobs
among servers. To best of our knowledge, this is the first
paper that proposes to perform Job scheduling using the
stochastic variation of service time of different servers
and the dataflow graph.

2 Model Description
A job is a process that needs to be executed in a speci-

fied time. Executing a large dataset in the cloud environ-
ment or in a data center may require a sequence of series
or parallel data processing phases, where each phase can
be run sequentially or in parallel. In fact, in most cases.
the workflow of the job is based on its algorithm. Note
however that, the amount of resources provided to the job
should be allocated and scheduled by the system admin-
istrator dynamically.

Previous works have used deterministic (not stochas-
tic) performance metrics [8–10] for each phase and opti-
mized the end-to-end performance of the workflow using
computing/processing power of different components in
the path. There exists no stochastic modeling of job
workflow in the cloud or data center environment. Our
proposed model considers, an execution time delay for
each server node as well as a waiting time distribution to
perform the task. It is assumed that a server is a queue,
where tasks come for service with a specific service rate.

Most of the servers’ waiting time distribution can be
modeled as a short/long delayed tail distribution. So the
underlying distribution is exponential/pareto or a combi-
nation of them (known as multi-modal distribution). The
main distributions which have been modeled in this pa-
per are listed in Table 1. Using real data center service
time distributions it is shown in [7, 19–24] that the cu-
mulative distribution function of service time of servers
can be modeled as six different distributions listed in Ta-
ble 1. The delayed step function U(t−Ti) specifies the
minimum amount of time to complete a task.

2.1 Serial Data Computing Model
In a serial data computing component, the data passes

through a set of DCCs sequentially till it gets out from
the last one. As shown in Figure 4, the sequential DCCs
form a tandem queue with response times of X1, X2, ...,
Xn. The end-to-end response time of tandem queue of
DCCs is ∑i Xi, and consequently the distribution of end-
to-end response time would be the convolution of the

Table 1: Cumulative distribution functions of service
time distributions used in the paper.

Distribution name Cumulative distribution function
Delayed exponential Fdei (t) = (1−αe−λi(t−Ti))U(t−Ti)

Delayed pareto Fd pi (t) = (1− αe−λi(ln(t+1)−Ti))U(t −
Ti)

Multi-modal delayed exponential
(DE)

Fmmde(t) =
n
∑

i=1
piFde(t);

Where
n
∑

i=1
pi = 1 ∀i pi ≥ 0

Multi-modal delayed pareto (DP)
Fmmd p(t) =

n
∑

i=1
piFd p(t);

Where
n
∑

i=1
pi = 1 ∀i pi ≥ 0

Delayed tail Fdi (t) = (1−αe−λi(m(t)−Ti))U(t−Ti)
Where m(t) is monotonically increasing

Multi-modal delayed tail
Fmmd(t) =

n
∑

i=1
piFdi (t);

Where
n
∑

i=1
pi = 1 ∀i pi ≥ 0

residual distribution. We have:

fX1+X2+...+Xn(t) = fX1(t)∗ fX2 ∗ ...∗ fXn(t) =
i=1∗

n
( fXi(t)).

(1)
For example, the sum of two exponential distributions
F1(t) = 1− e−λ1t and F2(t) = 1− e−λ2t is

F(t) = F1(t)∗F2(t) = 1− λ2

λ2−λ1
e−λ1t +

λ1

λ2−λ1
e−λ2t

(2)
The effect of job serialization was shown in Figure 2.
As the number of serial servers increases, the probability
distribution function of end-to-end response time shifts
to right, i.e., the mean and variance of the job completion
increases.

2.2 Parallel Data Computing Model
In a parallel data computing component, the data is

partitioned and sent through a set of DCCs in paral-
lel; and the task is completed when the last DCC sends
its result to the next joint data access point, as shown
in Figure 5. The end-to-end response time (between
DAP1 and DAP2 in the Figure) of fork-join servers is
the max(X1,X2, ...,Xn), where Xi is the response time of
ith DCC. Therefore, we have:

Fmax(x1,...,xn)(t) = P(max(X1, ...,Xn)≤ t) =

P(X1 ≤ t)P(X2 ≤ t)...P(Xn ≤ t) =

FX1(t)....FXn(t) =
n

∏
i=1

FXi(t) (3)

For example, the maximum of two exponential distribu-
tions F1(t) = 1− e−λ1t and F2(t) = 1− e−λ2t is

F(t) = F1(t)F2(t) = (1− e−λ1t)(1− e−λ2t) (4)

As shown in Figures 3a and 3b, when the number of
parallel servers increases, the mean and variance of job
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Figure 5: An example of parallel DCCs.

completion time elevates and the PDF moves to the right.
However, the magnitude of parallel effect is lower than
the serial effect. This result also verifies the effect men-
tioned in [6].

3 Optimization of Job Workflow
From the administrative point of view, we want to

know the end-to-end distribution of the system and we
want to optimize the end-to-end response time or maxi-
mize throughput.

The goal is to find a resource allocation (placing
servers inside DCCs) and task scheduling (adjusting
rates of DAPs) for better performance. Here, we aim for
throughput or response time; however, our optimization
strategy can also be used for other objective functions as
well. The main lemma (not proven here because of space
limit) is:
Lemma 1. The global optimization scheme can be di-
vided and conquered; i.e., it can be decomposed into
smaller optimization problems on serial and parallel
data computation components.

To have a better throughput, the waiting time of all
serial component must be minimum and the same. In
other words, we desire to minimize the delay of the
SDCC which has the highest delay.

To have a better response time, the parallel DCCs
must have the same lowest statistical moment, such
as first moment (mean) or second degree moment
(variance) or equivalently, we desire to minimize the
longest delay of parallel components. The necessary
information to manage job workflow is the performance
distribution of each server which is gradually updated
over the time.

In order to implement data computing flow manage-
ment, we focus on minimizing response time which is
the dual optimization of maximizing the throughput.
Finding the best response time of the workflow leads
to the problem of finding the best response time of
its sequential building blocks. For example, Figure 6
shows a logical view of a job workflow captured by an
iterating algorithm in big data analysis. Therefore, the
minimization of the response time from DAP0 to DAP3
is equivalent to the minimization of the response times
of DCC0, DCC1 and DCC2. Now, if DCCi corresponds
to a SDCC (as in DCC1), we use SDCC optimization

DAP0 DAP1 DAP3DAP2

DCC0 DCC1 DCC2

Figure 6: Logical view of a job workflow including se-
rial and parallel DCCs.

algorithm; and if DCCi corresponds to a PDCC, as
in DCC0 and DCC2, we employ PDCC optimization
algorithm recursively. 1

As a result of SDCC allocate algorithm, the faster

Algorithm 1: SDCC allocate Algorithm.
Input: Available server’s response time distribution (RES Array), and data

arrival rates (amount of task) in each DAP (DCCRES Array).
Output: Server (resource) allocation and data rate (task) scheduling.

1 Sort available servers based on expected values of their response time
distribution in descending order in an array (RES Array)

2 Sort DCCs based on their data arrival rates in ascending order in an array
(DCC Array).
/* Allocate the sorted RES Array to the sorted

DCC Array respectively. */
for i = 1→ size(DCC Array) do

if DCC Array[i] is a single queue) then
Place RES Array[1] in DCC Array[i]
Remove the head of RES Array

else if DCC Array[i] == SDCC then
SDCC Allocate(RES Array,DCC Array[i])

else if DCC Array[i] == PDCC then
PDCC Allocate(RES Array,DCC Array[i])

end if
end for

servers are placed into the DCC with higher data arrival
rates. For parallel building blocks we run Algorithm 2
recursively.

To perform data computing flow management, we
propose Algorithm 3. It is assumed that the logical
graph of the job workflow is known using a computa-
tional algorithm (out of the scope of this paper). Using
Algorithm 3, the DCCs flow is extracted. If there exists
a SDCC or PDCC, the algorithm calls Algorithm 1
or 2, respectively, to perform resource allocation/task
scheduling.

As shown in Figure 7, we tested our proposed algo-
rithms, the optimal method, and the heuristic baseline
algorithm, for the workflow depicted in Figure 6, where
DAPs rates were λDAP0 = 8, λDAP1 = 4, and λDAP2 = 2,
and available servers have the service rates of 9, 8, 7,
6, 5 and 4. We used different CDFs from Table 1 and
the results is valid for all 6 distribution functions. In the
heuristic baseline algorithm we use the algorithm that
allocates SDCCs sooner than PDCCs and for parallel
components, jobs are distributed using the equilibrium

1Note that there may be other DCCs inside a DCC as well.
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Figure 7: Comparison of response time distribution between the baseline, optimal and our scheme.

Algorithm 2: PDCC allocate Algorithm.
Input: Sorted available servers (RES Array) based on response time

distribution in descending order and data arrival rates (amount of
task) in each DAP.

Output: Server (resource) allocation and data rate (task) scheduling.
if λis are known then

Sort DCCs list based on their λis as in DCC Array
Allocate DCC Array with RES Array respectively (Allocate(RES Array,
DCC Array).

end if
if λis are unknown and only their sum (λ ) is known then

Sort DCCs based on the number of internal DAPs in descending order as
an array (DCC Array)
for i = 1→ size(DCC Array) do

if (DCC Array[i] is a single queue) then
Place RES Array[1] in DCC Array[i]
Remove the head of RES Array

else if DCC Array[i] == SDCC then
SDCC Allocate(RES Array,DCC Array[i])

else if DCC Array[i] == PDCC then
PDCC Allocate(RES Array,DCC Array[i])

end if
end for

end if
Rate scheduling: By solving the following equilibrium, we can find the
data arrival rates (amount of tasks) sent for each DCC:

λ = ∑
n
i=1 λi,

λ1RTDCC1 = λ2RTDCC2 = ...= λnRTDCCn
Where RT is the response time of DCCi and λi is the data arrival rate to

DCCi as shown in Figure 5

Algorithm 3: Management of data computing flows.
Input: Performance distribution of each server and logical graph of the job.
Output: Distribution of workflows.

1 Get the logical workflow of a job based on an iterating algorithm
(DCC Array).

2 Amount of work to be done by a server, i.e. arrival rate of task to each
server (RES Array).

3 Compute power of a server, i.e. recent waiting time distribution of each
server.

4 SDDC allocate(RES Array, DCC Array)

equation in Algorithm 2. Heuristic baseline algorithm
first allocates better servers to SDCCs (as they be-
come intuitively bottleneck servers), and then allocates
PDDCs. Optimal method chooses the best allocation of
servers (using exhaustive search over all possible cases)
to DCCs and uses optimal task scheduling for PDCCs.
To be fair, we used the optimal task scheduling for the
heuristic baseline algorithm (however in real systems it

may not be true if the scheduler assigns same amount of
work to all servers with homogeneous assumption), but
our proposed algorithm is as mentioned before.

Table 2 shows the results (mean and variance) of
multiple possible scenarios, when the available servers’
service time distribution are delayed exponential, de-
layed pareto, or mix of them. Based on these promising
results, we can always get improvement for mean and
variance of the system response time over the baseline
allocation/scheduling algorithm with a little gap from
the optimal choice.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this study, we conducted an analytic study of dif-
ferent dataflows in distributed analysis to monitor data
access points and based on service time distribution of
servers at each data access point we propose a schedul-
ing algorithm to minimize the total execution time.

While we made our proposed approach simple, more
complicated dynamic task scheduling could be used with
higher complexity. In fact, the software and hardware
concepts in the cloud were modeled or mathematically
mapped as queuing theoretic building blocks, while most
of such mapping description was skipped as well as some
fundamental lemmas.

Knowing the data arrival rates and service rates before
execution may have the overhead to run the framework
dynamically. This approach forms a bridge between ma-
chine learning schemes and analytical schemes. We be-
lieve that our proposed approach has lower overhead than
the machine learning schemes for managing large num-
ber of servers. However, practical issues of the approach
have yet to be well investigated.
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Table 2: Simulation results for different distribution functions listed in Table 1.

Performance
metric

mean Variance
our approcah optimal baseline improvement our approcah optimal baseline improvement

Scenario 1 1.828 1.6855 2.6255 30.38% 3.8078 3.1703 8.3185 54%
Scenario 2 2.8637 2.5251 5.4125 47.1% 11.4057 8.3924 39.3003 71%
Scenario 3 2.5038 2.09 4.4089 43.2% 8.8881 5.4871 27.741 68%
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